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ABSTRACT
In 2008, the Florida Senate enacted a College and Career Readiness Initiative which saw
the creation of a statewide common placement test: the Postsecondary Education Readiness
Test, or PERT. However, as of 2021, there is only one publicly available study on the
predictive validity of the PERT and none on the potential for Test Bias. This study aimed
to detect Adam Meade and Michael Fetzer s definition of Test Bias, a systematic error in
how a test measures performance for a particular group, using their updated version of the
standard and widely-accepted Cleary Regression Method. The expectation was that either
Florida s efforts in the realm of access to higher education would be validated by this study
or the need to more deeply research the PERT would be made obvious. A Composite PERT
score, created by averaging the scores of the three PERT subsections Math, Reading, and
Writing for each student, was used to predict first-year college GPA for the demographic
variables Gender and Race using Gender, Composite, and the Gender-Composite
interaction effect in accordance with the Cleary Method. While no evidence was found that
Test Bias exists for Female, Black, or Underrepresented race students, there was evidence
that PERT exhibits Test Bias for Hispanic students. This does not imply that the PERT
should be immediately discontinued, but that more studies need to be conducted in order
to elucidate this Test Bias. Such studies also need to be made publicly available in order to
assuage any concerns the Florida public may have towards this ubiquitous exam.
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CHAPTER I: Introduction
Dissatisfied with outcomes to that point, the Florida state senate enacted a College &
Career Readiness Initiative in 2008 (FL SB 1908). The Initiative had many paths, one of which
was the statewide common placement test: the Postsecondary Education Readiness Test, or

huge coalition of Florida secondary and postsecondary educators. They piloted their effort in the
summer of 2010 and released the PERT as a placement tool across the state by summer 2011.
f scores

predictive ability (Medhanie, 2012) makes such a choice suspicious, but this study is not focused

This study seeks to start a conversation about PERT. While many larger and more wellknown college entrance exams (SAT, ACT, etc.) have had decades of studies on their reliability,
bias, and efficacy, PERT is essentially a baby next to these older siblings. Because a more

observing whether or not PERT exhibits a bias with respect to gender and/or race. A more

validated. However, should the existence of bias be discovered, there should be no condemnation
of the exam itself. Instead, a necessary critical evaluation of the PERT and Florida student
outcomes should be started to ensure the mission of the original Initiative can come to pass.

1

Background of the Problem
Standardized testing for college entrance is a relatively new phenomenon. Originally,
every college and university in the United States had their own entrance exam. The first
standardized test collated these entrance exams into one long test. In 1926, the Scholastic
Aptitude Test, or SAT, became the first national standardized test for college admissions not
created by a college or university (Atkinson, 2009; Nettles, 2019).
Questions of bias in the SAT have been the subject of numerous studies. Some decry the
exam as racist (Freedle, 2003; Santelices, 2010), others say it is as fair as fair can be (Brothen,
2003; Kobrin, 2007), and some say it benefits minorities over white students (Cleary, 1968).
Questions about whether or not the SAT is an accurate predictor of college success led to the
creation of other standardized tests. The ACT, for example, started as and still is a main
competitor with the SAT. Accuplacer arose in 1985 and set the trend for computerized adaptive
tests, though Accuplacer has been shown to underpredict success in college (Belfield, 2012).
Indeed, even the efficacy or reliability of computer adaptive testing is still under study as of the
year 2020.
To answer if standardized exams are a biased tool, one must first answer the question
easurable degree of

educational testing. For example, if a student is placed in a class lower than their skill level
because the test predicts different outcomes with race as a significant factor but the student still
succeeds, graduates, and attains a sixdiscrediting? This was a typical rejoinder in decades past, but the explosion in remediation and
2

the high cost of tuition coupled with opportunity cost for those not from wealthy families have
rendered this point moot. More appropriate would be to define bias like the statisticians do, an
immutable concept not subject to the whims of social connotation. Meade and Tonidandel in

on student outcome but instead is a systematic
way to present evidence that a test favors or disfavors a particular group or groups. This is
excellent for initial research and for pilot programs of new standardized tests. However, one still
has to understand the two ways a test can be biased: through measurement bias or predictive
bias.
The differences between measurement bias and predictive bias mostly come from the
source of the bias. Measurement bias happens when items on the test itself favor groups with

the SAT. This type of bias requires more rigorous methods such as differential item functioning
or item response theory to detect. This is beyond the scope of the present study as the methods

to allow. Instead, predictive bias will be explored here. Predictive bias means that fitting a
common regression line for two or more groups gives a statistically significant difference
between predicted response and observed response. Methods in predictive bias focus on student
-year
college GPA based on high school rank and SAT score for black students and white students.

3

In 1968, T. Anne Cleary set out to prove the SAT was not biased. She concluded that the
SAT overpredicted first-

favor of

encoded in the AERA/APA/NCRE Standards (1999) for evaluating the existence of predictive
bias, albeit implicitly since the original study contains quite raci
However, her study has several problems. First, the researchers decided if the student was white
or black based on black and white photographs because colleges did not record race data at the
time. If they could not determine the race, it was defaulted to white. Second, there was no
accounting for variation of SAT scores within the black and white subsets that may have altered
the regression equations. Finally, there was no accounting for gender differences if there even
were male and female students studied. Cleary herself acknowledged that no general conclusions
could be drawn from her study, but it was still elevated in spite of these problems. Her method
went almost totally unchanged for nearly forty years.
Adam Meade and Michael Fetzer of University of North Carolina recognized Cleary
needed an update. They recognized that differences in test scores within groups needed to be
accounted for as they played a pivotal role in creating the coefficients of the regression
equations. Meade and Fetzer also emphasized a need to be careful with language, calling for

to dealing with the tests in good faith, and so they proposed their own definition of Test Bias as
given earlier. Such a simple update removes the student outcome indexing from regular
regression methods and provides a more suitable platform to raise concerns about assessment
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instruments. This is where PERT and the history of standardized testing will collide, with this

Statement of the Problem
The central focus of this study is to examine the PERT for bias now, after ten years in

available research for the SAT, ACT, ACCUPLACER, and other national standardized tests;
PERT does not yet have those. That can be taken to mean that studies on the validity, reliability,

whatever reason. Simple addition shows that the more college courses a student has to take the
higher the overall tuition bill will be. Placement at the remedial (or developmental) level in
Florida incurs an additional tuition cost while also not giving students college credit, extending
both the cost and time to completion. This is a potential economic burden that may or may not be
clear to students placed at that level. Because this test has played a significant role in many

publicly available.
Specifically, this study will examine the existence of Test Bias according to Meade and

essment measures performance for a

than) the statistical concept of bias. Examinations will be made into whether or not the
assessment predicts differently on the basis of race, gender, and the interaction between race and
gender. It is important to note, and will be noted several times, that no charged statements can be
5

made if an indication of bias is found as this is only a preliminary study. More robust methods
from experts in test theory and differential item functioning will be required in future studies.

Purpose of Study
This is a quantitative study using regression on PERT scores to predict first-year college
GPA in order to detect Test Bias by Meade and
of three sections, Reading, Writing, and Math, so these three scores will be combined into a
composite score and used as a predictor variable as is standard for placement tests. The sample
will come from students that tested between 2014 and 2017 at Polk State College, a Florida
College System institution located in central Florida. The other independent variables are race,
gender, and the race-gender interaction effect. Differences in demographics by region mean that
some race groups will have to be combined with others to have a detectable statistical outcome,

black, and Hispanic. Gender will be limited to the male-female dichotomy for similar
representation concerns. Race and gender are the two largest and most common demographic
groups for which bias exists, so it makes sense to start with these for a preliminary study like this
one.

Significance of Study
Florida has put enormous time, effort, and money into reforming higher education and
access to it for its citizens. Part of its efforts resulted in the PERT as a common statewide
forts and effect
change in other states based on what has been observed. If, however, this study detects unsavory
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issues and subsequent studies confirm that there is cause for concern, then it is hoped that Florida
moves away from standardized tests for placement in favor of more qualitative methods.
Whatever the outcome, it is most important that an instrument of assessment with such impact on

Primary Research Questions

be limited to the two largest demographic groups: race and gender. Due to PERT being divided
into three subtests and students being permitted to skip a subtest if they just want to start at the
lowest level for which they can earn college credit due to Florida law, it will be necessary to
create a composite of PERT scores for each student. Also, PERT asks testers to self-identify their
race and gender so those that chose not to identify in either category will obviously need to be
excluded.
The following research questions need to be answered to answer the larger question:
1.

Does PERT exhibit Test Bias with respect to gender?

2.

Does PERT exhibit Test Bias with respect to race?

3.

Does PERT exhibit Test Bias with respect to the race-gender interaction?

The process to examine these questions is lengthy. In short, if a common regression line
does not provide the best fit of the entire data set, underlying factors will be examined. If group
mean differences cause separate group regression lines with equal slopes but differing intercepts
to be the best fits for the data, then PERT will be said to exhibit Test Bias. For example, if males
7

and females have statistically significant differences in PERT composite scores but their firstyear college GPA is shown to not be statistically significantly different and the regression lines

exhibits Test Bias with respect to gender. Strong evidence suggesting Test Bias does not exist for
race and does not exist for gender precludes the need to examine the interaction effect between
race and gender, as noted in the Hypotheses section.

Hypotheses

social groups before examining differences between social groups. For this study, that means
ensuring the mean composite PERT scores for each social group are roughly equal, after which
regression models for each group are created. These regression lines are first checked to make
sure the intercepts are roughly equivalent and then regression coefficients corresponding to
membership in a particular social group are tested to ensure there is not a significant difference.

definition of Test Bias according to their updated Cleary method for race or gender.
Because each social group requires multiple models to be constructed for this process, the
race-gender interaction will be tested if and only if Test Bias is weakly detected. For example, if
males and females are shown to have similar placement rates but the regression coefficient for,
say, Black students is barely within rejection criterion (within 0.001 of significance level), then
race-gender regression models will be created and analyzed for the Black male and Black female
students only. This was chosen because strong evidence that no Test Bias exists negates the need
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to further subdivide the data to chase geese while weak evidence supporting it indicates a need to
examine the underlying factors.

Research Design
This study is an exploratory analysis of prior tests results used to predict first-year GPA
and test hypotheses. No persons will be interacted with directly but the data will be collected
from the Institutional Research and Effectiveness Department of Polk State College, a Florida
College System institution. Data points will come from a random sample of students that took
the PERT between 2014 and 2017 with the following demographic breakdown:
22.5% Black

26.2% Hispanic

45.6% White

43.6% Male

56.4% Female

5.7% All Other Races

All participants will be above the age of 18, though the student body represented range
from 16 to 85. No instruments are used as this is only a study of test scores taken long before the
formulation of this study.
The procedure will unfold in four phases:
i. Collect PERT scores and first-year GPA for all students that enrolled at Polk State
College between 1 August 2014 and 1 August 2017
ii. Test for significant differences in mean PERT scores between each group. This
will mean an independent samples t-test for gender and ANOVA for race. (Predictor Test)
iii. Regress first-year GPA based solely on group and test for significant differences
between the regression lines. (Criterion Test)
9

iv. Create multiple regression lines predicting first-year GPA from PERT scores
and group and test for significant differences between the regression lines. (Intercept Test)
Interpretation of Tests of Bias will be made according to the chart from Meade and

Table 1: Interpretation of Tests of Bias
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Theoretical Framework
T. Anne Cleary set her method on solid ground and her work has in turn become the solid

theory is based on the Gulliksen-Wilks Process, which tests if regression lines administered to
different groups (but using the same predictors to predict the same criterion) are essentially
equal. The paper Gulliksen and Wilks published even includes an illustrative example of
predicting average college grades based on SAT scores for veterans and non-veterans (Gulliksen,
1950). This process is sequential, testing the hypothesis of equal variances between the groups
before testing the hypothesis of the regression planes being parallel and ending at testing the
hypothesis that the regression planes are identical. Any one test along the way resulting in
statistical significance stops the process and concludes the two regression lines are not equal.
Cleary adapted this process to racial groups, replacing the complicated tests using variancecovariance matrices with functionally equivalent hypothesis tests for equality of slopes and
intercepts of the regression equations drawn separately for each group.
Intercepts and slopes in regression lines can differ for a variety of reasons, not all of
which can co
shown to be equal, statistically significant differences in intercepts indicate bias in the test.
Meade and Tonidandel showed that, for equal slopes, intercepts can differ due to group mean
differences on the predictor, group mean differences on the criterion, or group mean differences
on both the predictor and criterion (Meade, 2010). They also showed that there can be group
mean differences on both the predictor and the criterion but the regression lines can still have

11

Fetzer conclude that differing intercepts due to group mean differences on the predictor are the
most indicative o

systematic error in how the test measures a particular group is altering the predicted outcome
variable despite the true differences in the outcome variable not being significant. Figure 1
(Russell, 2000) below illustrates this for workplace assessment between two race groups.
Figure 1: A Biased Test

12

Here, the job performances are roughly equal between white and black employees, but a bias in
the personnel selection test indicates that the white employee is more likely to be selected for
hire due to being above the cutoff line (vertical line with C at the top). The common regression
line (dark red, middle of plot) predicts higher Job Performance with a higher Personnel Selection
Test Score. However, the regression line for black employees to predict their true Job
Performance would need a different intercept than the one for white employees due to their

predictor require separate regression lines for each group in order to best fit the data, then Test
Bias is exhibited by the predictor.

within the social groups under consideration will be accounted for before drawing regression
lines. The need for separate regression lines for social groups due to group mean differences in
PERT scores indicate that Test Bias has been detected. Detection of Test Bias will be an
indicator for more research to be conducted and cannot be viewed as a definitive ruling against

Chapter 3: Methodology.

Assumptions, Limitations, and Scope
The assumptions, limitations, and scope of this study are presented threefold. First, since
the scores are being sampled from different points in time over a three year period, it is assumed
that each sample is independent and that the underlying population has a normal distribution.
Second, for brevity this study is limited to observing only the effect on prediction from race and
13

gender, with interaction effects between race and gender being considered. Therefore, any effects
due to age, socioeconomic status, and whether or not the student transferred will not be taken
into account. Any difference due to preparation from private tutors, the GPA if a student
transferred halfway into their freshman year, or additional life experiences (which alone could
probably constitute its own study) will be ignored for the purposes of this study. Finally, the
scope of this project is very narrow: does PERT need to be more closely examined for bias? No
claims of fairness or appropriate use of the exam can be derived from reading only this paper.
This study takes general techniques from the sphere of predictive bias and applies them to detect
a particular definition of bias: that of unequal prediction. More robust methods from the theory
of measurement bias will be needed for future studies, as such techniques are beyond the scope
of this paper and, indeed, this author.
One additional thing to note is that this study will examine predictions based on
regressing first-year college GPA from PERT placement scores. This is standard practice in
differential prediction techniques as first-year college GPA is usually the criterion the SAT and
ACT predict for large university admissions offices. While universities can be selective,
community colleges cannot, so placement tests are used in lieu of admissions tests. First-year
college GPA may not be the full picture of academic achievement for many students, but the
scope of this study is heavily limited and so it is necessary to adhere to tradition just this once.
Future research may be able to align all facets of student life for more accurate models, but that
is not the focus of a preliminary paper such as this one.

14

Definition of Terms
a.

First-year college GPA -

necessarily consecutively, at Polk State College; if only one semester is recorded, the GPA for
that semester is considered the First-year GPA while a GPA of 0.00 will be used for students for
which Polk State College has PERT scores but the student did not attend any Polk State College
classes or withdrew.
b.

PERT - Postsecondary Educational Readiness Test; an untimed computer adaptive

test consisting of a writing, reading, and math section used for college placement across Florida.
NOTE: as of 2014, FL Senate Bill 1720 states that any active duty military or any student
graduating with a standard high school diploma from a Florida high school after 2007 is exempt
from taking PERT for placement; however, many student types such as non-traditional or
students that graduated from a Florida high school before 2007 are still required to take PERT
for placement.
c.

Test Bias - the systematic error in how a test measures performance for a particular

referenced throughout this text.
d.

Group - a dichotomous variable indicating membership in a certain demographic

such as race or gender; gender is split into th

e.

Predictive bias - the situation where an assessment predicts different outcomes based

on membership in a particular group.
15

NOTE: this is not necessarily an indicator that a test is unfair, just that different groups are
expected to have different outcomes. Fairness is an unexpectedly complicated issue and beyond
the scope of this study.

Summary
The rise of standardized testing, like the rise of data and predictive analytics, has been
meteoric and unique to the last century. History has seen colleges and universities creating the
College Board to align their varied entrance exams into one national standardized test for
admissions. Complex factors led to admissions being more certain and so these standardized tests
became assessments of skill level, tools to categorize students and determine their starting point.
This led to the current horizon of state-centric assessments, which has been around for high
school graduation but is relatively new for college placement. But concerns over the possibility
of occult segregation by these tools created a whole new field of assessment bias.
Assessment bias is a response to the rise of standardized testing. The field is split
between measurement bias, methods to detect if properties of the assessment itself favor one
group over another, and predictive bias, methods of determining if an assessment predicts
different ou
provided a framework lauded for detecting predictive bias, as she applied it to the SAT and
determined bias did not exist or that it benefitted the minority group if it did. In part, this was due

term bias which is much more rigorously (and objectively) defined. Her method was updated by
Meade and Fetzer in 2009 to account for variations that Cleary either was not aware could occur
in the sixties or did not have the tools to assess. This update, while not violently upending the
16

field, untangled the ideas of bias as fairness from the statistical definition and provided a new
structured definition for Test Bias, arguably their most important contribution. Yet Meade and

Educational Readiness Test. The literature review in Chapter 2 will focus on predictive bias,
starting with the history of standardized testing in the United States, narrowing down to
predictive bias as a field, and finally tapering down to regression methods, culminating in
Cle

College. Results will be discussed in Chapter 4, noting the important outcomes and announcing
what was detected according to the methodology. Finally, Chapter 5 will summarize the paper by
briefly recounting what led to this point and suggesting paths forward. At this point and in
several other places throughout this paper, the researcher would like to note that if Test Bias is
detected it is NOT a definitive, once-and-fordefinition is exploratory, meaning any announcement of its detection is preliminary and should
incite a call for further exploration.

17

CHAPTER II: Literature Review
For context behind PERT and the method to evaluate bias, an overview of the relevant
literature is presented here. This chapter will begin with a brief overview of standardized testing
in the United States. Next, differential prediction and the several methods to detect bias will be

update to her powerful method. Finally, the Initiative that resulted in PERT will be briefly

highlights of the literature review will be summarized with the poignant points needed for
Chapter 3: Methodology given particular attention.

Standardized Testing in the United States
When the 20th century gave way to the 21st, a retrospective of standardized testing was
needed, which Richard Atkinson and Saul Gesier delivered. In 1901, The College Entrance
Examination Board administered the first set of admissions tests standard to several colleges,

curriculum. The SAT arrived in 1926 promising something new: a standardized assessment of

Problematically, an exam like the first iteration of the SAT is nothing more than an IQ test, born
out of practices begun during World War I and deeply entrenched in the utopian eugenics

o began a new era of American
higher education. Between 1926 and 1996, the SAT evolved from an aptitude test to a
18

generalized reasoning ability test to a critical thinking test, though the test still claims to be a

SAT actually had an adverse impact on low-income and minority students, ranking them for
admissions in a lower caste than their high school GPA alone. Admittedly, Atkinson claims
without citation or

-school grades are the best indicator of student readiness

s result

high school GPA as a predictor. Still, Atkinson is correct in noting that the poor statistical power
of the SAT renders the test about as useful as inflated high school grades. Even the updated
SAT-R, an exam an hour longer and with a timed written essay, is not a better predictor of firstyear college GPA (Atkinson, 2009). Then, in 1959, the ACT was introduced to compete with the
SAT. The ACT was intended by its founder, E.F. Lindquist, to be an achievement test as a direct
a
statistically normalized test used as a tool to compare students for admission rather than

the ACT and the SAT created spin-offs like a character on a sitcom, spawning the SAT II subject

standards-based assessments developed . . . to articulate clearer standards for what students are

-12
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system that could reliably place students at the level most appropriate for them in college.

so tests of placement or admissions are mostly designed in the same way: to predict performance.
Michael Nettles (Nettles, 2019) also prepared a retrospective on testing in the United

of preparing for multiple entrance exams on both the students and the colleges. These exams also
served a wide array of purposes: admissions, placement into remediation, guiding the choice of
major, and many others (Nettles, 2019). However, the rise of standardized testing paved the road
for controversy, as the SAT was designed by noted eugenicist and terrible racist Carl Brigham,

show
significant racial disparities in performance between white and black examinees on the SAT,
ACT, and GRE, the three main admissions tests in the United States. Large shares of these
differences are not able to be explained by family income, parents, or school district-level
factors, commonly cited factors in the race group differences (Nettles, 2019). Nettles notes that
exams have been an intricately woven part of the fabric of higher education in America since

be developed using undeniable statistical techniques.
In their 2007 report for The College Board, Kobrin et al (2007) summarized nearly two
decades of research on SAT performance for different subgroup populations. They noted that
subgroup differences remained consistent between 1987 and 2007 despite the changes in 1994
and 2005 intended to make the exam more equitable. Female students traditionally scored higher

20

than their male peers on the verbal section of the SAT while the male students were able to shine
in the mathematics section. However, the SAT is a better predictor of how female students will
fare in college than it is for males, as a regression equation for females with just high school
GPA underpredicts first-year college GPA and adding SAT scores corrects the underprediction
(Kobrin, 2007). In terms of racial and ethnic differences, the SAT was found to predict the
college success of Asian and white students better than black and Hispanic students and SAT
scores were more highly correlated with high school GPA and first-year college GPA for Asian
and white students than for black and Hispanic students. In fact, the SAT was found to
overpredict first-year college GPA for black and Hispanic students (Kobrin, 2007). Kobrin noted

Stereotype threat, a theory by Claude Steele and Joshua Aronson, is the disruptive effect caused
by experiencing a threatening (or high stakes) situation that highlights the awareness of a
stereotype for minorities about whom a negative stereotype exists; Kobrin also stated that there
has been no consistent demonstration of the existence of stereotype threat (Kobrin, 2007). A
more l

2003 fewer and fewer
testreport is that she compared SAT trends to trends from other exams like ACT and GRE and found
that these SAT differences were consistent across the other exams as well. For this reason, it is

exhibiting Test Bias as Meade and Fetzer defined it. But in order to detect bias, there first need to
be methods available to test for bias.

21

Bias in Selection and Differential Prediction
Historically, researchers agreed that a definitive way to determine if social groups were
being segregated from the college experience by these standardized entrance exams. Methods
such as differential item functioning and item response theory were developed as ways to assess
biased constructs in the tests themselves (Meade, 2010) but such methods are usually conducted
-

way to assess cause for concern from

only the test scores and outcomes, giving rise to the field of differential prediction, sometimes
known as selection bias.
As early as 1972, several methods were available to detect selection bias from scores and
outcomes, enough for Nancy Cole to compile them in a report for American College Testing.
Cole outlined and discussed six methods common at the time: the quota model, the regression
equal
opportunity model. Each model had its own definition of bias that it was seeking to detect,

selected was close to a proportion represented in the population under consideration. This would
mean that a college for which 96% of the student body consisted of female students could be
excused for only admitting 4% of males that applied simply because that proportion matched the
established proportion of the student body. Obviously, this would not be ideal in every situation,
as the method arose during Segregation and could be levied as an excuse to keep the status quo
intact. Colleges in particular were more inclined to use the regression model, sometimes called
the Cleary model (discussed later), because it was considered that (usually taxpayer-funded)

22

school resources should be used on those most likely to succeed. The Darlington model
combined the spirit of regression and quota models to select those most likely to succeed from a
pool of candidates matching a specified proportion. Use of the Darlington model first required
al value in the selection of members of some cultural

is a justifier of it, as when there is no reason to favor a certain population subgroup the model

of success on the job have

hiring practices inserted instead of generalized. The Thorndike model and the Equal Opportunity
model are reworked definitions of the Cleary definition in terms of probabilities and are
unnecessary to detail here. Overall, the models assess the chances of a candidate not being
selected for something based on their membership in a population subgroup. Cole then presented
several scenarios where someone needed to be selected from a pool of applicants and applied

paper, and a 1971 Temp paper, Cole determined that it was very rare for minority regression
lines to actually be higher but parallel to majority regression lines or for their probabilities of
selection to be lower than their probability of success (Cole, 1972). Her conclusion was that
which method would be most appropriate to use would be b
preserve the rights of those not selected such as experienced in affirmative action situations. She
did conclude that minorities were more likely to be favored by regression models such as the
Cleary method, but overall it stands to be the best test of bias in selection.

23

John W. Young in 2001 compiled a comprehensive review and analysis with Jennifer
Kobrin on differential prediction. In it, he reviewed significant meta-analyses before discussing
differential prediction among social groups himself. First among the meta-analyses was Robert

documented the findings that a regression model based on white male student data would
overpredict black male student outcomes and underpredict female outcomes, the first review
paper to do so. Young used this to reject the hypothesis that the SAT was biased against
minorities and that actual grades for these groups were lower than predicted. Next, Young
reviewe
mostly focused on race differences. Breland found 29 instances of significant differences
between white students and a minority group in his report, confirming the result Young found in
Linn that said the regression models based on white males over predicts outcomes for minorities.

iased. However, when he discusses the
data himself he reports that the SAT has very low correlation to first-year college GPA for black
and Hispanic students, the opposite finding for white and Asian students. Young notes that this
creates a complex relationship between race and the prediction models. He is not afraid to admit
that he does not know what it means if SAT overpredicts success but the SAT and first-year
college GPA are nearly uncorrelated like happens for black and Hispanic students (Young,
2001). His discussion about differences between males and females did not delve too deeply,
noting that females were routinely underpredicted by regression models though not to the same
magnitude of difference as seen for the racial comparisons. Young concluded that the SAT was a
case of differential prediction that was diminishing as time went on, though he was unable to
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identify the cause of diminishment. . Nonetheless, group differences continue to occur but the
validity of the test is still maintained (Young, 2001).
Differential prediction, however, is not always a case of bias. In some instances, like with
the Darlington model, it may be favorable to choose more from the minority than from the
majority. When it becomes an issue, however, is when selections are made based on this
differential prediction unknown to the selector or, worse, with the selector being fully complicit
and intending to segregate social groups. The regression model developed by Cleary is
beneficial, and may be argued to be the best choice, for examining bias in the selection process.

Cleary in 1968 to Meade and Fetzer in 2009
T. Anne Cleary set the standard for regression-based bias testing in her seminal 1968
paper. In it, Cleary modeled separate regression lines for black students and white students in
three integrated colleges. She used SAT score and high school rank-in-class to predict first-year
college GPA for both groups. Using a framework built around the Gulliksen-Wilks Procedure
(1950), Cleary tested the equality of slopes for the black students model and the white students
model and if that was not statistically significant then she tested the equality of the intercepts.
Bias was said to be found if the intercept difference was statistically significant. Her definition of
b

1968). This method has since been hailed as the golden standard for detecting bias in an
assessment, being enshrined in national standards (AERA et al, 1999) and used to evaluate
everything from admissions testing to employee evaluations. However, Cleary noted that
tial study and indeed there are a few flaws in
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her method. One such flaw is the identification of race. Because colleges did not record race data
at the time, researchers were shown black and white pictures of the students under study and
identified the race on their own judgment; indeterminable photos defaulted to white (Cleary,
1968). Another flaw is that there is no accounting for in-group variation, which Adam Meade
and Michael Fetzer corrected in their revision to the Cleary method (Meade, 2009). Regardless,
-well known and most widely implemented test of bias using
methods from differential prediction.

start and the method itself is biased

bias in the predictor or independent variable, something Terris argued could not always be
assumed

factorial asymmetry. In essence, Terris laid out the technical reasons why selection bias can not
properly be detected by the Cleary model if there is any measurement error in the criterion or
predictor due to specific variation or factorial asymmetry. He backed his claims with graphs
depicting the mathematics of how these hidden factors rotate regression lines for subgroups and
could lead to false negatives for bias detection. Problematically, however, his mathematical
proofs used no real-world data and he made no attempt to distinguish the effects of factorial
asymmetry or specific variation in his graphs, a fact he stated in his publication (Terris, 1997).

happen in real world scenarios. Still, he was aware that the traditional regression model needed
to be updated and recognized that differences in distribution of predictor values for population
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subgroups needed to be accounted for in future modeling situations. This is exactly what Meade
and Fetzer did a decade later.
Adam Meade and Michael Fetzer recognized the Cleary method, powerful as it was,
needed an update. Their paper revising her method changed very little of the process, but its most
important contribution was that it defined bias in a way separate from fairness that could be more

separate out possible causes of differing intercepts and bolster the Cleary method, which they
applied to job performance assessment data for black and white clerical workers. By noting that
differences within the population subgroups affect the calculation of the regression coefficients,
Meade and Fetzer were able to show that an assessment was not suitable for use if, under the
Cleary method, the intercepts and slopes have a statistically significant difference but the
criterion predicted does not. This was important, as a test cannot be called biased if it predicts
different results for different groups and those differences are true observed phenomena. For that

Test Bias, that is used in this paper.

Education Readiness Test

College and Career Readiness Initiative. Florida was seeking to align its K-12 education
standards to its college and university systems entrance requirements to bridge the gap in student
achievement (FLDOE, 2010). Faculty from colleges and universities gathered with teachers from
the K-12 system and matched the expected college developmental education outcomes with high
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school exit standards to achi

database that facilitated transfer of credits between any Florida college and university that
offered the same course code. As such, the introductory college courses such as ENC1101 College Composition and MAT1033 - Intermediate Algebra can be assumed to be the same at
any public college or university in Florida, permitting the workshop group to align those
competencies to high school standards. PERT grew from this alignment and the Florida

placement exam (FL Senate Bill 1720). The group proposed a computer adaptive test with math,
reading, and writing sections, each having 30 questions and no time limit, which they piloted in
the summer of 2010. McCann, the company utilized for assistance in designing the test, provided
psychometricians to help define cut scores for placement levels. These cut scores were based off
the ACCUPLACER cut scores previously used in Florida and were intended to be interim only
until enough data had been collected to update these cut scores. As of January 2021, these cut
scores have not been updated but there is no indication why the update has not happened.

term college success. Their 2019 paper used regression discontinuity analysis to measure
persistence toward a college degree, which they defined as a dichotomous outcome variable of

The result was that increased administration of PERT in high schools to show deficiencies that
needed bolstering before college and then using PERT for placement in college only increased
persistence by 1.8% (Mokher, 2019). Mokher and Leeds do not fully understand the reason
behind this lack of increased persistence, but they attribute it to a deficit in the theory of action
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behind the College and Career Readiness Initiative: showing students that they are not collegeready in 12th grade is more likely to demoralize than to motivate. However, the authors
acknowledge that persistence is a multifaceted variable and note that PERT indicating a student
additional interest is the chart in Appendix A of their study that found effect sizes greater than
0.05 standard deviations from baseline for black, Asian, Hispanic, and female students but the
authors did not discuss what this could mean. The present study will use those population
subgroups in an attempt to locate Test Bias in the PERT, so it is of interest that those subgroups
differ from the white, male baseline in effect size. Such a finding could indicate problems with

as it relates to entry-level math courses at Hillsborough Community College (HCC). Her study
was quantitative, using hierarchical linear models in regression analyses to predict final course
-level math courses: Developmental Math 1, Developmental
Math 2, Intermediate Algebra, and College Algebra. She used student level predictors race,
gender, PERT math score, full-time versus part-time enrollment, whether the student was firsttime in college, and age for her models and course level predictors such as part-time versus fulltime instructor, years of instructor experience, day class versus night class, and delivery mode
(online versus inentry-level math class but did not detect any differential prediction, meaning race and gender
were not significant predictors in her models. However, she notes that her study only examined

analyses need to be undertaken. The theoretical framework appears to only be the theory behind
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multilevel models, which the author notes as being a powerful tool to compare multiple nested
2018). While specific

not looking for signs of overall Test Bias like the current study. Nonetheless, she agrees with this
researcher that the available literature on PERT is lacking and that the state of Florida needs to
begin more in-depth analysis into PERT. Where this study differs is that a more established
procedure will be implemented to determine if a specific definition of bias is evident in PERT
overall, not just as it relates to math courses.

Summary
In this chapter, bias in testing and its necessity have been reviewed as well as a preview

chapter, which lead into a discussion of differential prediction. Several theories in differential
prediction, sometimes called selection bias, were introduced and the regression model became
n, was

movement of the Florida legislature that began PERT was discussed and issues about its
cal pathway to
understand the origins of standardized testing, the rise of the field of differential prediction, and
the collision course of the Meade and Fetzer Updated Cleary Model with PERT.
its first iteration. As noted
by Terris, the flaws in her model can lead to claims of bias against the majority of the population
when the test is truly unbiased. Worse, tests actually biased against minorities could be
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determined to be unbiased. (Terris, 1997). This is why the Meade and Fetzer update is so
important. Trying to equate two regression lines when one has large variation in its predictor
values and the other does not will almost certainly lead to a declaration of bias by the original
method. Accounting for these variations is a vital first step in being able to determine the relative
equality of two regression lines, followed by applying the model to PERT data.
Chapter 3 will detail the steps behind the Meade and Fetzer Updated Cleary Model and
how it was applied to a sample of PERT scores and first-year GPAs. Chapter 4 will examine the
results of this application and answer whether or not PERT exhibits Test Bias as defined by
Meade and Fetzer. Finally, Chapter 5 will summarize the project, closing this study but opening

were focused on the background of the problem and contextualizing it, the rest of this paper will
be focused on the future and any implications arising if Test Bias is discovered.
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CHAPTER III: Methodology

method will be applied to PERT scores predicting first-year GPA and examining if the regression

race or gender. Chapter 3 will describe the population under study by describing the sample

updated Cleary method will be described and any changes made by the researcher justified.
Finally, a summary will review key points from this chapter and preview what to expect in the
chapter detailing the results. Again, as will be reiterated multiple times throughout this study,
any detection of Test Bias is NOT a final condemnation of PERT but a call for more research to
be performed. These methods only indicate that there is a systematic error in the test and the
causes of such error must be determined through more robust methods.

Setting & Participants
Data was collected from Polk State College, an institution in the Florida College System,
located in Central Florida along the I-4 Corridor between Tampa and Orlando. PERT scores and
first-year GPA were collected for every student that sat the PERT exam between 1 August 2014
and 1 August 2017 along with their race and gender, which were self-identified as part of the
PERT process. Absolutely no data that could be used to identify individual students was
collected (such as name, age, birth date, etc.) in accordance with agreements made between the
researcher and the Institutional Review Boards of both Shawnee State University and Polk State
College. The possible participant pool from Polk State College came from a student body that is
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43.6% male and 56.4% female while the race demographic breaks down to 45.6% white, 26.2%
Hispanic, 22.5% black, and 5.7% all other races. Ages of students range from 16 to 85. Student
Annual Equity Update Report (Polk State
College, 2018).
The sample collected totaled 17,832 students with PERT scores ranging from 50 to 150
( =106.0, sd=12.48) and FYGPA ranging from 0.00 (F) to 4.00 (A) ( =2.74, sd=1.15). All
students are over the age of 18 due to laws surrounding who is required to take PERT and the
time period chosen. Because demographics are self-reported for PERT, 887 students chose not to
identify their race, gender, or both demographics. These students had to be removed from the
sample, leaving a total of 16,945 students. This resulted in a sample with the following
demographic breakdown:
Table 2: Demographic Breakdown of Sample

Demographic

White

Hispanic

Black

Underrepresented

Male

Female

n

8,779

3,913

2,957

1,296

6,594

10,351

%

51.8%

23.1%

17.5%

7.6%

38.9%

61.1%

Results are expected to generalize to the population of Florida citizens attending a Florida
public community college. However, it is recognized that the demographics of each region in
Florida are markedly different and results may not generalize as well to areas of South and North
Florida. A priori power analysis through power analysis software G*Power estimates that a
sample size of 12,810 is needed for the procedure. Further power analysis indicates that the
collected sample size of 16,945 should result in a power between 75% and 90%. Andy Field in
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acceptable range for power.

Procedure
Data was collected through Polk State Colle

Review Board to collect the sample (approvals located in the appendix). A request was made to
Institutional Research for an Excel spreadsheet of all students that took the PERT between the

term of enrollment at Polk State College, and GPA after two terms (or one if only one was
completed). Students that took the PERT at Polk State that started classes but withdrew and
never returned were recorded as having a 0.00 GPA. Confidentiality has been maintained by

(except when it is taken out to analyze the data) and will be deleted immediately upon
completion of this thesis. Additionally, it was requested that the Department of Institutional
Research not include any data beyond the data points requested to minimize the chance of a
breach of confidentiality.

Data Processing & Analysis
In order to research Test Bias in PERT, a sample of 17,832 students was requested from
Polk State College. This data was first cleaned in Excel: any students that did not report their
race or gender were removed as these are the primary variables under study. This resulted in a
final sample size of 16,945. The goal under the Cleary method and its Meade-Fetzer update is to
create regression equations for each subgroup and determine if they are equivalent. Data was
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analyzed using R statistical software according to the Meade-Fetzer update, described in the next
few paragraphs. Each student had their subsection scores arithmetically averaged to create a
Composite variable of their PERT scores. This is similar to the process used by ACT (American
College Testing, 2021) and is preferable to using a primary subscore and the other two as
covariates since the Cleary method was designed and validated using one composited SAT score
(Cleary, 1968). However, unlike SAT, students can opt to take all three, just two, or only one of
the PERT subsections, so they could not be added like the SAT composite scores are. Hence, the
choice to composite like ACT.
First, differences in predictor values must be assessed for later interpretation. For gender,
which has only two levels, a simple t-test for independent samples can determine if there is a
statistically significant difference in mean PERT Composite scores by gender. Race, however,
has four levels in this study. An ANOVA to determine if there are significant differences
between each race category is the most efficient, though it will only determine if significant
mean differences exist. Tukey t-tests can be used post hoc to determine individual paired

the common way:
[Eqn 2.1]
where
[Eqn 2.2]

(Lakens, 2013). This will be the

used in the final interpretation below and will have to be

computed separately for each race category determined to be statistically significantly different
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from baseline. This is different from normal, as ANOVA usually requires an Eta-squared effect
size calculation. However, using ANOVA is supplemented with Tukey multiple comparisons ttest and it is truly the results of the Tukey procedure that will be used in the final calculation, so

Second, differences in criterion values must be assessed. Unlike predictor differences, the
Meade-Fetzer update calls for regressing the criterion using the social group as the predictor.
This means a regression line predicting FYGPA from gender and a regression line predicting
FYGPA from race are created. Statistically significant regression coefficients indicate the race or
gender associated with the coefficient has a statistically significant difference from the baseline
re computed in the common way [Eqn 2.1]. This will
be the

used in the final interpretation below. Also like above,

will have to be computed for

each race category determined to be statistically significantly different from baseline.
Finally, criterion is regressed using predictor and group membership as the predictor
variables. Regression lines are created predicting FYGPA from Composite, gender, and the
Composite-gender interaction and predicting FYGPA from Composite, race, and the Compositerace interaction. Statistically significant interaction effects indicate significant differing slopes
for regression lines based on group membership while statistically significant race or gender
coefficients indicate significant differing intercepts. The case of differing slopes is an immediate
conclusion of Test Bias as it shows that belonging to a particular social group changes predicted
success solely by belonging to that social group. If the slopes are not shown to be different, then
difference in intercepts is assessed according to results from the other tests (shown in chart
below).
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Table 3: Interpretation of Test Results (modified from Meade and Fetzer, 2009)
Slope

Intercept

Predictor

Criterion

Differences

Differences

Differences

Differences

Significant

-

-

-

Conclusion

Test Bias

No Test Bias
Not Significant
Detected
Not Significant
No Test Bias
Significant
Detected
Not Significant
No Test Bias
Not Significant
Detected
Significant
No Test Bias

Not Significant

Significant
Detected

Not Significant
Not Significant

Test Bias

No Test Bias
Significant
Detected

Significant
Not Significant

Test Bias

Significant
Significant
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Test Bias if

To compare against observed differences

, expected difference

is computed according to

the following formula:

[Eqn 2.3]
where dx is the observed standardized predictor difference (computed in the first step) and the
observed correlation between the criterion and predictor corrected for correlation between
predictors is given by

[Eqn 2.4]
where

is t

can be viewed in the appendix to their 2009 paper Test Bias, Differential Prediction, and a
Revised Approach for Determining the Suitability of a Predictor in a Selection Context. For
gender, this expected difference can be computed once but for race it will have to be computed
for each group that is statistically significantly different from baseline. This is due to the original
Cleary method and its Meade-Fetzer update only testing differences between one pair of social
groups whereas this study needs to test six different pairings.
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Summary
This chapter summarized the major details of the study. First, the population from which
the sample was drawn was detailed, including demographics and geography. Next, the steps
taken to collect the sample and ensure confidentiality were discussed. Finally, the Meade-Fetzer
update to the Cleary method was detailed, including how the data was cleaned and analyzed. The
results of applying this method to the collected sample will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Next, Chapter 4 will discuss the results from the method applied to collected PERT data.
The chapter will be organized according to the stated research questions from Chapter 1: Test
Bias for Gender, Test Bias for Race, and Test Bias for Gender-Race Interaction. As a reminder
from Chapter 1, the Gender-Race Interaction will only be tested for Test Bias if one of the Race
categories is within 0.001 of the significance level. This is to save time, as significant indicators
of Test Bias for Race mean that Test Bias is exhibited for both males and females of that race
while being barely above or below the significance level means there could be Test Bias for, as
an example, female Hispanic students that does not exist for Male Hispanic students. Such an
occurrence is worth investigating, and a cursory observation according to the methodology
outlined in this chapter is well within the scope of this study.
Finally, Chapter 5 will summarize the results of this study in (mostly) plain English.
Whether or not Test Bias was discovered will be stated as well as what implications that may have
for the PERT in the future. Next steps will be recommended based on the results of this study,
which are likely to be internal methods such as differential item functioning and item response
theory. Again, the researcher must clearly state that any determination of Test Bias according to
NOT a condemnation of the PERT but merely a
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call for more research to be conducted. This will be repeated a final time in Chapter 5 when
recommended future research is discussed.
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CHAPTER IV: Results
This chapter contains the results of the statistical tests discussed in Chapter 3. In order to
make a determination of Test Bias, the Meade-Fetzer update was applied to the dataset for
Gender and Race individually and for their interaction. The descriptive statistics for each are
presented first, followed by the results for each step of the procedure for Gender and for Race in
that order. If either Gender or one of the Race categories is within .001 of the significance level
then that Race-Gender interaction effect will be tested as well. Finally, this chapter will conclude
with a brief summary and preview of Chapter 5, which will summarize this study. For
convenience, Table 3 from Chapter 3, which is used to interpret the statistical tests and conclude
the existence of Test Bias, is reproduced at the end of this chapter after the summary section. As
has been said before in this paper and will be said again, any detection of Test Bias is NOT a
condemnation of the Florida PERT but a call to study the test with more robust methods.

Descriptive Statistics of the Sample
Of the 16,945 students in the sample, there were 6,594 males (38.9%) and 10,351 females
(61.1%). The Composite score for males ranged from 50 to 150
well as for females

as

. First-year GPA ranged from 0.00 to 4.00 for males
and for females

.

In terms of the racial demographic, there were 8,779 White students (51.8%), 2,957
Black students (17.5%), 3,913 Hispanic students (23.1%), and 1,296 students from
Underrepresented race groups (7.7%). Composite scores ranged from 50 to 150 for White
, Black

, and Hispanic students

but ranged from 65.7 to 150 for students of Underrepresented race
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groups

. First-year GPA ranged from 0.00 to 4.00 for White
, Black

, Hispanic

Underrepresented race

, and

students.

The interaction between Race and Gender creates a new variable. Because there are 8
levels to this new variable, the descriptive statistics are summarized in Table 4 below.
Table 4: Descriptive Statistics for the Race-Gender Interaction Variable

Composite
Level

n (%)

Mean

SD

Range

FYGPA
Mean

SD

Range

White Male

3547 (20.9%) 109.5 11.46 50.0-150

2.69

1.139 0.00-4.00

White Female

5232 (30.9%) 107.9 11.32 50.0-150

2.91

1.084 0.00-4.00

Black Male

1068 (6.3%)

99.6

12.85 54.7-150

2.30

1.210 0.00-4.00

Black Female

1889 (11.1%)

98.9

12.62 50.0-150

2.50

1.236 0.00-4.00

Hispanic Male

1469 (8.7%)

105.7 11.98 53.3-150

2.56

1.161 0.00-4.00

2444 (14.4%) 103.8 12.12 50.0-150

2.80

1.143 0.00-4.00

Hispanic Female
Underrepresented Male

510 (3.0%)

107.3 13.13 66.0-150

2.77

1.094 0.00-4.00

Underrepresented Female

786 (4.6%)

107.9 12.74 65.7-149

2.90

1.136 0.00-4.00

Percentages may not total to 100% due to rounding

Does PERT Exhibit Test Bias for Gender?

specific reason, but by serendipity the first case in the sample was a White Male student. The
programming behind the R software takes the first case to establish baselines for factors if not
instructed otherwise and no reason to change the baseline was determined.
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Step 1: The Predictor Test
To begin, an independent samples t-test was conducted to determine if significant mean

assumption of equal variances

for the t-test, and the Composite score

appeared to be from a normally distributed population. A significant difference was indeed found
effect size was computed as
[Eqn 4.1]

Step 2: The Criterion Test
Next, FYGPA was regressed by Gender to determine if the regression coefficient was
significant. Analysis in R showed that the regression coefficient corresponding to the student
being Female was statistically significant

. This can be

interpreted to mean that, on average, Female students are predicted to have a FYGPA 0.21 units
effect size was computed as

[Eqn 4.2]

Step 3: The Slope and Intercept Test
Finally, FYGPA was regressed on Composite, Gender, and the interaction between

predictor of FYGPA but neither their Gender
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nor the Gender-Composite interaction

was found to be statistically

significant.
Conclusion
After running the analyses, their statistical significance was checked against Table 3 from
Chapter 3. Because the Gender-Composite interaction effect was not found to be significant in
Step 3, that indicates that drawing separate regression lines for Male and Female students will
not have significantly different slopes. Similarly, Gender not being significant in Step 3 indicates
the intercepts will not be significantly different. Despite statistically significant differences in the
predictor (Composite) and criterion (FYGPA), it can be concluded that the PERT test does not
exhibit Meade a

Does PERT Exhibit Test Bias for Race?

Gender above, this was not done intentionally but by serendipity the first case happens to be a
White Male student and R uses the first case to set baselines.
Step 1: The Predictor Test
To begin, it was expected to use ANOVA to determine if there were statistically
t was significant
meaning the assumption of homogeneity of variance could not
reasonably be assumed. Instead, Composite was regressed along Race and regression analyses
used, which found statistically significant coefficients for Black
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,

Hispanic

, and Underrepresented

students.

Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise t-tests concluded that there was a statistically significant difference
between each pairing of racial groups except between White and Underrepresented race students
(see Table 5 below).
Table 5: Bonferroni-Adjusted Pairwise T-Tests, Composite by Race

Race Group Pairing

Absolute Value of

p-value

Mean Difference

White Black

9.42

0.780

White Hispanic

4.04

0.344

White Underrepresented

0.89

0.073

Black Hispanic

5.38

0.434

Black Underrepresented

8.52

0.666

Hispanic Underrepresented

3.15

0.252
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Step 2: The Criterion Test
Next, FYGPA was regressed by race group. Analysis found that the coefficient
corresponding to Underrepresented students was not significant
while the coefficients corresponding to Black
and Hispanic

students were statistically significant.
are summarized in Table 6 below.

Table 6: Pairwise Differences, FYGPA by Race

Race Group Pairing

Absolute Value of Mean Difference

White Black

0.39

0.333

White Hispanic

0.11

0.096

White Underrepresented

0.03

Black Hispanic

0.28

Black Underrepresented

0.42

Hispanic Underrepresented

0.14
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Step 3: The Slope and Intercept Test
Finally, FYGPA was regressed along Race, Composite, and the Race-Composite
interaction effect. Like with Gender, Composite was found to be a statistically significant
predictor of FYGPA. The Race variable was found not to be
significant for Black

or Underrepresented

students but it was found to be significant for Hispanic students

.

Similarly, the Race-Composite interaction effect was found to be not significant for Black
and Underrepresented
found to be significant for Hispanic students

students but it was
.

Conclusion
After analysis, results were compared to Table 2 from Chapter 3. The Race-Composite
interaction effect being significant for Hispanic students in Step 3 means an immediate
conclusion of Test Bias can be made, since that result means separate regression lines drawn for
Hispanic students and other race groups will have significantly different slopes. In both Black
and Underrepresented students, the coefficient for Race-Composite interaction and the
coefficient for Race being non-significant mean that, despite predictor and criterion differences
inition of Test Bias with

regard to race for Hispanic students.
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Does PERT Exhibit Test Bias for Race-Gender Interaction?
Because none of the Race variables nor the Gender variable were within .001 of the
significance level

, it is not necessary to perform the analysis for Race-Gender

interactions. There was lack of evidence of Test Bias for Gender with high p-values as well as a
determination of Test Bias for Hispanic students with a low p-value while Black and
Underrepresented race students did not exhibit Test Bias with high p-values. Having p-values far
enough away from the significance level of .05 is convincing enough evidence that interaction
between gender and race is not masking any potential Test Bias in PERT. The Test Bias that
exists is for Hispanic males and Hispanic females and the lack of Test Bias is lacking for males
and females of Black and Underrepresented race with no reason to suspect it does also exist
when the race groups are further subdivided by gender.

Summary
This chapter presented the numerical results of the statistical tests detailed in Chapter 3.
First, descriptive statistics were used to describe the variables collected. Next, the results of each
step in the Meade-Fetzer Cleary update were described for the research questions. Here, it was

Male and Female nor between White, Black, and Underrepresented race groups, but Test Bias
was evident for Hispanic students, both Male and Female. Finally, it was determined that testing
the Race-Gender interaction was unnecessary since the Test Bias that was uncovered (and the
Test Bias that was not found) was not ambiguous enough to warrant testing divisions of the
groups against each other. Again, it must be stressed that this discovery of Test Bias does NOT
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condemn the Florida PERT as an unfair test, but instead demands the test be explored more
deeply and completely with other available methods.
Chapter 5 will conclude this thesis with a summary of the contents and a discussion of
related topics. The method, its application to the dataset, and a discussion of the results obtained
will start that chapter. Then the connections back to the literature will be discussed. Ideas for
future research in this area will be discussed as well as implications of this present study.

Reproduced: Table 3 Interpretation of Test Results (modified from Meade and Fetzer, 2009)

Slope
Differences

Intercept
Differences

Predictor
Differences

Criterion
Differences

Conclusion

Significant

-

-

-

Test Bias

Not Significant

No Test Bias
Detected

Significant

No Test Bias
Detected

Not Significant

No Test Bias
Detected

Significant

No Test Bias
Detected

Not Significant

Test Bias

Significant

No Test Bias
Detected

Not Significant

Test Bias

Not Significant
Not Significant
Significant
Not Significant

Not Significant
Significant
Significant
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Significant

Test Bias if

CHAPTER V: Summary
The purpose of this quantitative, exploratory post hoc study was to determine if
Postsecondary Education Readiness Test (PERT) showed signs of Test Bias as defined by Adam
Meade and Michael Fetzer. Through their update to the Cleary regression method, a widely
accepted regression line system to detect bias in assessments, this study examined what
happened when PERT scores were used to predict first-year college GPA. Specifically, this study
sought to answer the following questions:
1.
respect to Gender?
2.
respect to Race?
3.
respect to the Race-Gender Interaction?
This chapter will discuss the major findings of this study as well as implications of these findings
and how the study is situated in the literature. Also discussed are limitations of this study and
suggestions for future research, including suggestions for future researchers to overcome these
limitations when replicating this study. A brief summary will close the chapter and, finally, the
study.
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Summary and Interpretation of Findings
Meade and Fetzer
performance for a particu
if the Florida PERT exam exhibited this definition of Test Bias with respect to the Male-Female
gender dichotomy and/or the race demographic. Unfortunately, this specific definition of Test Bias
was indeed detected for Hispanic students of both Male and Female gender. However, it is
important to note that there was no evidence of Test Bias against either Black or Underrepresented
Race students and this was determined without ambiguity regarding gender. That is, there is no
reason to suspect that PERT exhibits Test Bias for Black Female students and not Black Male
students, to name one example. Also, no evidence was found to suspect that one gender was
favored over the other in general. H
consistently under predicted is concerning since that is the largest minority group in Florida (FL
OEDR, 2021). This does not, however, mean the PERT is without its merits.
This study validated Florida in at least one way: PERT scores are indeed significant

literature specifically about PERT as of January 2021, found that PERT Math subsection scores
were s
Composited PERT score was generalized to predict overall first-year success, quantified as firstyear college GPA, and was still determined to be a significant predictor indicates that the team

or gender to be significant predictors in conjunction with PERT Math score while this study did
find race to be significant. A ne
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Community College (HCC) which is located in and serves Hillsborough County, Florida, the
county immediately west of Polk County, Florida, which Polk State College serves. Since the
dataset analyzed in this study came from Polk State College, that Test Bias was found with regard
to Hispanic students in Polk while not found in Hillsborough suggests that there may be
confounding variables that need to be addressed.
Two additional concerns from the literature can be assessed from this study. Kobrin et al
stated in their meta-analysis that standardized tests are better predictors of success for White and
Asian students than for Black or Hispanic students (Kobrin, 2007). This study, in contradiction,

predicted by the PERT standardized test with equal regression lines as outlined in the GulliksenWilkes Method (Gulliksen, 1950). However, it does agree that Hispanic students are not predicted
equally with the other race groups, a problem hard to pin down since Hispanic alternates between
being classified as a race or as an ethnicity depending on who is doing the research. Still, this
assuages the concern from Nancy Cole (Cole, 1972) that regression models favor minority students
over White students by showing the race groups (except Hispanic) are on equal footing in their
first year because of where PERT placed them. This attests to just how significant Meade and
-group variation reduced
the factors that lead to minority groups being predicted to perform higher than White students in
regression models. This also works with a position on the SAT from Young and Kobrin that actual
minority grades were lower than predicted so the SAT could not be biased (Young, 2001). By their
logic, if actual minority grades were higher than predicted, the SAT could be biased against
minorities. For PERT, actual Hispanic grades were higher than predicted Hispanic grades, so it
follows from their logic that PERT could be biased against Hispanic students.
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Mokher and Leeds measured student persistence in college to determine that the efforts of
d no long-term substantial impact (Mokher, 2019). Because this study found
no evidence of Test Bias for Black, White, and Underrepresented race students, it is possible that
Mokher and Leeds have the whole story already. However, since Florida has a large Hispanic
population and this study found evidence of PERT under-predicting Hispanic student success, it
is possible that Hispanic students being placed below their ability level contributed to
demoralization and decreased persistence levels for that demographic group. Mathematically, it is
obvious that such a situation could decrease overall persistence rates, so it is quite possible Mokher

Taking the results of this study into account, examining persistence rates of appropriately placed

to focus on improvement.
Limitations and Recommendations
It goes without saying, of course, that there are some limitations to address as well as
recommendations for overcoming those limitations. The most obvious is the threat to
generalization. Why did this study find Test Bias for Hispanic students when no issue with race
was detected in

2021). For the same time period, Polk State College reported 26.2% of its student body was
Hispanic (Polk State College, 2018) while HCC reported 30% of the overall student body and 36%
of first-time-in-college students identified as Hispanic (HCC, 2018). This indicates that the
population of the county is not necessarily reflected in the population of the student body but does
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not indicate any reason why, such as language barriers or scholarships to universities straight from
high school for this group. A good suggestion for future researchers is to perform purposeful
sampling to draw more accurate conclusions from deliberate, representative samples that account
for different cultural and demographic makeups.
The difference in student population between the two colleges despite being neighbors also
speaks to the possibility of a confounding variable, something the original Cleary method is
accused of not taking into consideration (Terris, 1997). Student choice could be the biggest, as
school reputation could draw students from one county to a school in a different county. However,
it is impossible to know if students chose to attend HCC over Polk State or vice versa without

an action could help, but school choice is more likely a function of socioeconomic status. This
study was unable to categorize students by socioeconomic status due to its scope, so future
researchers may find gathering that information in addition to what was gathered for this study
will be beneficial and in line with previous studies on standardized testing (Atkinson, 2009;
Freedle, 2003; Mattern, 2009). Of course, this may not matter at all, so a first step is to conduct a
College
System to see if the same situation appears to arise in every Florida college demographic
combination.
The preceding limitations and recommendations are mostly academic in nature, but
lawmakers and citizens may wonder what to do with this study in the immediate future. Vote, the
simplest action that can be done. An overview of how the PERT has been used since its inception
as well as what impacts that has had on Florida citizens is necessary if Florida is sincere in its
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desire to create new, better educational protocols and systems. Citizens should vote for legislators
intent on making that happen and legislators should vote on resolutions and proposals that do make
that happen. But the first step is to validate the findings of this study by conducting similar (or
hopefully better) studies at other Florida institutions. Then internal methods such as differential
item functioning and confirmatory factor analysis should be undertaken to determine if the test
itself really is the biased indicator. Better data scientists may even decide upon stratifying the
scores by placement level and using categorical prediction instead of a continuous Composite score
like performed here, though there did not appear to be supporting literature for such a method as
of January 2021.

entire academic portfolio instead of relying solely on standardized test scores. This is already the
practice at Polk State College, the school from which the sample used in this study was drawn, and
is supported by the literature (Belfield, 2012; Brothen, 2003; Soares, 2011; Woods, 2018). A
complete, holistic picture of the student provides a more balanced view than one instance of test
scores. This is especially pertinent since, like the SAT and ACT before it, students can retake
PERT multiple times and there are study guides and tutoring services available for those that can
afford them. However, this is just one more instance in which socioeconomic status must be
accounted for, as students whose parents have higher disposable income are more able to
participate in extracurricular activities or focus on their academic work just as they are more able
to afford the extra study materials to score higher on the PERT.
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Conclusion
It has been said ad nauseum throughout this study and now it will be said once more: any
detection of Test Bias by this study is NOT a condemnation of the PERT but instead a call for
further research. Just the very nature of how ubiquitous this test has become in Florida high schools
and colleges should have been enough to ensure mounds of professionally conducted research on
this test were available to the public; they were not. The original company, McCann, suggested
placement cut scores be updated once enough data had been gathered; they were not.
Given the past century of standardized testing and the controversies that came with it, every
available tool should have been used to show the public the PERT is the best placement test and

The specific defini
was a multi-year intensive collaborative effort between many Florida educators and McCann and
ut McCann
even noted that placement cut scores should be updated every few years just like the
AERA/APA/NCME Standards say. Minute changes to the content of the exam may remove this
unintended bias. Finally adjusting the cut scores could remove this unintended bias. Shifting to a
holistic model of placement could remove this unintended bias. The author of this study makes no
claim to know the perfect route Florida should take but reaffirms that the only purpose motivating
the research was to start the conversation. It is curious that nothing further has been done to study
PERT since its inception and implementation, but this can only be said about publicly available
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studies. McCann or private researchers may very well have done extensive research on the test but
not made it easy to locate through accident or intent. But the purpose, again, was to provide impetus
for more study and it is hoped that has been achieved. Again, and for the final time, the detection
Hispanic students is NOT a final condemnation
of the PERT but merely a call to action, a call for more research to be performed.

.
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